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Over and Go to Supermax," designed to commit
as many people as possible to the supermax U.S.

penitentiary in Florence, Colorado. In recent
months, these activities have been quieted, and a

public debate has begun. But at the time, the
early part of Obama's second term, the Justice
Department's special counsel and two assistant

U.S. attorneys, Michael DiPiero and Michael
Trader, were busy investigating what the Bureau
of Prisons referred to as "an organized effort to
tamper with a witness in a federal prosecution."
The co-conspirator, of course, was Samuel Fouts,

a con man and Federal Bureau of Prisons
employee who had bragged on his radio show,

"The Big Sam Show," that he had bought out the
Bureau's entire supply of the sedative Halcion,

which Fouts claimed made it possible to "go
through the roof" for an inmate. He offered his

purchases to prisoners and promised to work the
meds into their meals. In mid-2015, while this

conspiracy was in progress, the "Drive Over and
Go to Supermax" scheme was already being

implemented. Though the prison receives first
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priority in operations, the Bureau of Prisons also is
required to make facilities available for federal

court trials, particularly multi-defendant trials and
trials of high-profile, high-priority cases.

According to the Bureau of Prisons website, there
are only two facilities that can accommodate the

kind of situation that the Justice Department
prosecutors faced
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